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ABSTRACT

A new method for modeling electrode surfaces, applied to aluminum electrolysis, is presented. The method uses non-
equilibrium thermodynamics for surfaces and describes the fluxes, the overpotential, and the dissipated energy at the sur-
faces in a new way. Examples are given for the interface anode- and cathode-bath to show how the model may be used
to predict surface properties based on observed phenomena and the total energy dissipated in the cell. The method pre-
dicts apparent discontinuities at the surfaces in electrical properties, as well as in temperature and in chemical poten-
tials. The overpotential is viewed as a discontinuity in electrical potential. Local surface heating or cooling effects can be
simulated, and the results can be used to estimate surface properties. The calculations show that excess surface temper-
atures of magnitude 0.1 K can occur under certain surface conditions. If the excess surface temperature is of magnitude
1 to 10 K, unrealistically high dissipated energy at the surfaces results. At the anode surface, electrical conductivities as
small as l0 times their respective bulk values lead to the measured value for anodic overpotential. Even smaller con-
ductivities lead to larger overpotentials, and a typical anode effect value results if the electrical conductivities are small-
er than io times their respective bulk values.

Introduction
In the Hall-Héroult cell, aluminum is formed by elec-

trolysis of alumina dissolved in an electrolyte consisting
mainly of cryolite with aluminum fluoride and calcium
fluoride. To improve process performance, and to under-
stand better the reasons for certain observed phenomena,
models for the electrolysis cell are useful.

The method to be used in this work is based on non-
equilibrium thermodynamics for bulk systems, as de-
scribed by de Groot and Mazur1 and later by Ferland
et at.2 The treatment by Ferland et at. differs from that of
de Groot and Mazur in that a minimum of mathematics is
used and the use of the more limited set of measurable
quantities is stressed so that, e.g., fluxes and chemical
potentials of single ions can be avoided. We shall use the
variables of Ferland et at. in our derivations for the elec-
trode surfaces of the aluminum electrolysis cell.

Nonequilibrium thermodynamics can be seen as an ex-
tension of the simple transport equations, like Fick's law,
Ohm's law, etc., in the sense that also cross terms, such as
heat-transport due to concentration gradients, are taken
into account. The method was applied to bulk parts of an
electrolysis cell by Ito et at., using a high-temperature
water vapor electrolysis cell as an example.

The electrode surfaces are of great importance to cell
performance, see, e.g., Chen4 or Kasherman and Skyllas-
Kazacos.5 Recently, Albano and co-workers,68 have ap-
plied nonequilibrium thermodynamics to surfaces. A gen-
eral adaptation of these equations to electrode surfaces is
given by Bedeaux and Kjelstrup Ratkje,9 and the first ap-
plication of these equations to the cathode surface in the
Hall-Heroult cell has already been reported by Hansen
et al.,'° together with an application of nonequilibrium
thermodynamics to the anode coal. The present work deals
with the application of nonequilibrium thermodynamics
to the interfaces between the electrolyte and the electrodes
in aluminum electrolysis cells.

We have chosen to study aluminum electrolysis because
several phenomena in this cell remain unexplained after
many years of research, e.g., the fact that the electrolyte on
the cathode does not freeze, even if the magnitude of the
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overpotential at this electrode indicates this. Also the dis-
sipation of energy in the cell remains to be explained in
detail. The work, even if directly linked to a practical
example, can still be seen as a method study, and it is our
hope that the method of analysis can be fruitful also in
other contexts.

We start with a brief introduction to nonequilibrium
thermodynamics of surfaces before the application to the
chosen surfaces is given, together with numerical exam-
ples. Discussion of the results and their possible implica-
tions end the article.

Theory
Introduction to none quilibrium thermodynamics.—

According to nonequilibrium thermodynamics (NT), the
transport equations for a system with transport of heat, Jq,
and of electric charge, j, is a set of so-called coupled flux
equations, giving the fluxes in terms of the thermodynam-
ic forces

Jq = _LqqYi —

J = —

[l]

[2]

with Lk being phenomenological coefficients, T tempera-
ture, and 4)electrical potential. Note that when a species is
consumed at the cathode and formed at the anode, this is
considered a flux of the species from the cathode toward
the anode. This view is different from the flux concept
used in, e.g., chemical engineering.

In terms of the fluxes, J, and forces, X, the dissipated
energy, TO, of a system of volume V is given by

TO =
J [ XiJi]dV

[3]

O is here produced entropy.
NT assumes linear relations between fluxes and forces.

These relations are valid when the net flux is a small dif-
ference between two large fluxes in each direction, i.e., the
system is close to detailed balance. As a consequence, the
thermodynamic state functions can be assumed to have the
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same values as they would have in an equilibrium situa-
tion, i.e., there is local equilibrium (see Hafskjold and
Kjelstrup Ratkje" for a discussion of this assumption).
Furthermore, the forces in the flux equations have to be
independent of each other, and the frame of reference has
to be defined. TO does not depend on this choice, however.

None quilibrium thermodynamics of surfaces.—A non-
equilibrium thermodynamics theory can be defined for
two-dimensional systems (surfaces) in essentially the same
manner as for bulk systems. The conservation laws differ,
however. The excess properties of the surface are central
concepts in this context.

Already Gibbs12 introduced this concept (see Fig. 1).
Here, the excess surface concentration (F) is represented
by the shaded area. The excess concentration is the sur-
plus of what would have been at the surface if the bulk
phases a and i hadbeen continued all through the surface.
A typical length scale for the figure is 1 nm, making the
excess surface concentration appear as a discontinuity on
a scale of, e.g., 1 mm. In this work, the excess surface con-
cept also is used for electric and thermal properties.

The local dissipated energy at a surface, T"J', can be
divided into tensorial, vectorial, and scalar contributions,
see Bedeaux and Kjelstrup Ratkje"

T'a' = T'Oen, + T'creet + TSC:C,, [4]

The surface is considered a two-dimensional system, and
it is isotropical in these two directions. Hence, the three
kinds of contributions to Eq. 4 do not couple.' The 2 )< 2-
dimensional tensorial force-flux pair is the gradient in the
excess mass velocity parallel to the surface and the excess
viscous pressure of the surface. The two-dimensional vec-
torial fluxes are, e.g., excess heat and diffusion fluxes
along the surface. The scalar fluxes are the normal com-
ponents of the three-dimensional bulk fluxes at the sur-
face, describing flow of heat, charge, and mass into and
away from the surface.

The tensorial and vectorial parts are not treated here,
but the properties of the scalar contributions to the dissi-
pated energy are analyzed for the two electrode surfaces.

Applications to the Cathode Surface
Equations governing transport and dissipated en-

erg y.—The scalar parts of the dissipated energy at the
cathode surface are

T':ca,. = .r Tm—

TS] + L
T'

J'j—X) + j1] [5]

Here, 3 is the normal component of the bulk heat flux in
the electrode part of the surface, while J,, is the normal
component of the bulk heat flux in the electrolyte part,
and Tm is the temperature in the electrode, close to the sur-
face, while r is the temperature in the electrolyte, close to
the surface. Finally, J, is the normal component of the
bulk flux of component "k" in the electrolyte, Xk its main

driving force (to be derived later), j is the electric current
density, and is the cathodic overpotential. Only the
reaction overpotential is included here, as the concentra-
tion overpotential of the cell is located outside the surface,
see Ratkje and Bedeaux.'4

As stated earlier, the use of nonequilibrium thermody-
namics demands the driving forces to be independent of
each other. In an electrolyte solution, this is obtained by
using only components in the thermodynamic sense (see,
e.g., Gibbs"). For the Hall-Héroult cell, one possible
choice of components is A1F,(sl), NaF(s2), and Al,O,(oks).
The amounts of the ions and complexes occurring in the
real melt can then be viewed as combinations of these. At
the cathode surface, the alumina species do not contribute
to the electrode reaction and hence not to the changes at
the surface. This leaves us with two independent mass
fluxes at the cathode and three at the anode.

Figure 2 gives a sketch of the model used for the cathode
surface. The center line represents the actual interface
between the electrolyte and the electrode, while we define
the surface as the two boundary layers e —s and s —* m, in
total the whole area between the dashed lines.

We chose the frame of reference for the surface the same
as in the bulk, namely, the quasi lattice of fluoride ions.
This means that the electroneutrality condition can be
described in the same manner in both phases. Any polar-
ization of the surface is then due to the charge separation
between the aluminum ion, Al', and three electrons. We
write the polarized surface Al component as Al' 3e. We
then get the following equation for the components

4- =3J,,+J,11= 0 [6]

Assuming steady state, that all current in the electrolyte is
carried by Na ions, and that the current efficiency is
100%, gives rise to the following equation

= 42,n = 0 [7]

Physically, this means that the amount of si which reacts
at the cathode surface is transported to the surface by
means of direct and thermal diffusion, i.e., there is no net
increase or decrease of sl at the surface. The same applies
for s2.

The forces are related by Gibbs-Duhem's equation for
surfaces'4

P'dD
,n,eq + dy' + Fdp4T = 0 [8]

with y' being the surface tension, P, the excess surface
polarization, dD+neq the differential change in the mean
equilibrium displacement field, and €, the permittivity of
vacuum. The change in chemical potential is here taken at
constant temperature. Subscript t will be omitted. Bearing
in mind that the chemical potential of alumina does not

C S m

TAJF

Al
NaF c c:'eNa' —-——--a-

AIF, + Na'+ e - = NaF+ Al

Aluminium

Ca

C's

Electrolyte

Fig. 1. Explanation of excess surface property. Fig. 2. Model for the cathode surfaces.
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change over the cathode surface (because it does not par-
ticipate in the cathode reaction), we get

Is2 = —-Ap.,1 + A

A = P:AD+neq +
€o1'S2 F52

where 1 is replaced with A, the change over the electrolyte
side of the surface. Because we assume there is no flux of
any components of the electrolyte inside the cathode, we
neglect any changes in the chemical potential of these
components in the electrode side of the surface.

Equations 6 and 9 can be used to simplify tbe expression
for the dissipated energy at the cathode surface, T'&

T'a' = .. + J15(—Ap.,1) + J25( Ap.,2) + ... [11]

= ... + J:i.{3A — A5i[l
+ 3L]} + ... [12]

This means that only one mass flux needs to be considered
on the cathode surface, namely, that of si, with the corre-
sponding driving force

= + 3-]AiJ.si
—

3A}
[13]

This model leads to the following flux equations for the
cathode surface

= Lqmqm
ATtm —

Lqmqe .2I — LqmsiXsi + [14]

=
Lqeqm

'm
— "qeqe

AT —
LqesiXsi + LqejTlc [15]

= Lsiqm — Lsiqe
%—

— + L1rj5 [16]

= Ljqm
AT —

Liqe
AT —

L,1X,1 + L1q5 [17]

The dissipated energy at the cathode surface can then be
calculated from Eq. 5 with Eq. 14 to 17. To calculate tem-
perature profiles, one more expression is needed, namely,
the energy balance across the cathode surface

= (J,k —

The energy balance does not contain contributions from
the mass fluxes in the steady state.

The Onsager coefficients of the cathode surface.—This
subsection contains methods to calculate or estimate the
Onsager coefficients appearing in the flux equations, Eq.
14 to 17.

The meaning of excess surface coefficients can be ex-
plained by the following equations

[19]L LSO L&ll

bull,= a

[9]

[10]

where L is excess surface coefficients, L' is total surface
coefficients, and LP"' is the value the surface coefficient
would have if the surface was equal to the bulk, regarding
the property of interest. This analysis also applies to the
situation where bulk properties are zero on one side of the
surface and finite on the other. The a is some conductivity
function, thermal conductivity times temperature, total
electrical conductivity, some diffusivity function, etc., and
S is the surface thickness. As can be seen from the equa-
tions, the coefficients k describe how the surface differs
from the bulk. A k value of zero would mean that the sur-
face acts as a total barrier toward transport of this kind,
whereas a value of unity would mean that the surface is
equal to the bulk in this respect.

The conductivities are assumed to be the same as mea-
sured for homogeneous conditions. This gives a simpler
expression for the conductivities than the assumption of
steady state would give. For the thermal conductivity we
have

kqic k'T'

1kq,e
= Lqiqj [23]

where i = {e, m}

In agreement with Fig. 2, the electrical resistance of the
surface, r', can be seen as a series, consisting of the resis-
tance of the electrode, r", and the resistance of the elec-
trolyte, re. When the excess electrical coefficient of the sur-
face is estimated to be about k, times what can be
expected from the surrounding bulk values, we get

K' k, (1 111= — = I __ + 24
S 5(1 — k,)LKm Ke) I

The conductivities 'ctm and Ke are the conductivities of the
bulk phases close to the surface. The mass-transfer coeffi-
cient for homogeneous solution is

k,1, D,1c,1 11 + 3&-) = L [25]
1—k,15 (S/2)RTL F,2)

where D,1 is the diffusion coefficient of sl in the salt melt,
and the A term has been neglected (see Eq. 13).
The Onsager relations

= Ll,f [26]

[18] state that the coefficient matrix is symmetrical.
Intuitively, the heat flux in the electrode part of the sur-

face is largely independent of the temperature gradient in
the electrolyte part of the surface and vice versa. As a con-
sequence, the electrolyte part of the Peltier heat (see later)
should be independent of the temperature gradient in the
electrode part of the surface and vice versa. This is
obtained by

lqmqe = 0 [27]

where

= 1,1k — [28]

[20] Furthermore, negligible heat is transported to the elec-
trode part of the surface due to transport of salts in the
electrolyte, hence

lSlqm = 0 [29]

The heat transported by interdiffusion of NaF and A1F3 in
the electrolyte, Q*, when there is neither a temperature

[22] gradient over it, nor an electric current passing through it,
is given by Flem et at.15

= .i. = k,,&=1' [21]
5 5

— k, abll
1ka
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'siqe

(je J illsl.n .'(TT)=J—o

= T (_3S;5+ + + 3S,, — s,)
Here, 5* is molar transported entropy (entropy trans-
ported with a charge carrier), while S is molar entropy of
formation.

We now consider the case of zero chemical driving forces
and zero temperature differences. The ratio of the interdif-
fusion flux and the electric current density is then given
by

)sirs_e0
Where F is Faraday's constant. The total Peltier effect (as
given by Flem et at.") can be divided into electrode and
electrolyte parts

,. m ..e= —__,_ + __s_
T' Tm r

= —(SA, —

+ (s+ — s2 — + •s1)

This can then be used to find the coefficients Lqm, and Liqej

Lqmj —
F

Lqej —
F

The entropies of Eq. 30 and 32 are taken to be bulk
entropies.

Numerical examples.—One specific purpose of the cal-
culation for the cathode is to illustrate the use of the sur-
face theory by investigating the possibility for heat stor-
age at this electrode. Experimental evidence for a cathode
heat source was given by Flem et at." We have chosen to
study this problem by choosing different sets of surface
coefficients and seeing if a surface temperature higher
than both surrounding bulk temperatures results. The
main purpose is to give a consistent set of data for the total
set of variables at the surface, viz., the coupled transport
of heat, mass, and charge. The form of the proposed tem-
perature profile is shown in Fig. 3, where the metal is
assumed to be colder than the bath by some degrees.

Equations 26 to 34 are used to eliminate the cross coef-
ficients from the flux equations, Eq. 14 to 17. Then, the
flux equations, combined with Eq. 7 and 18, can be used
either to find the thermodynamic driving forces when the
direct coefficients are known or to find the direct coeffi-
cients when the thermodynamic driving forces are known.
Here the first approach is chosen, and Eq. 23 to 25 are used
to find the direct coefficients from assumed k values, sur-
face thickness, and various physical properties (see Thble I).

The heat flux through the cathode surface was set to
10.7 kW/m', "and the electric current density was set to
1.2 A/cm2. 16 For the surface thickness, 8, we chose two
different values, io- and iO' m.

Five sets of k values with corresponding thermodynam-
ic driving forces are shown in Table II. In addition, the
total dissipated energy at the surface, TO, in kWh/kg, is
calculated from Eq. 5 for each set.

The effect of different values used for the surface thick-
ness can be explained from Eq. 22 and the flux equations,
which can be written

Fig. 3. Proposed temperature profile at the cathode surface.

x

= L,,X [35]

From Eq. 22 we see that an increase in S by a factor of 100
leads to a decrease in L by the same factor, if the k value
and the bulk conductivity are kept constant. Now, in sets
1, 2, 4, and 5, the direct effects dominate over the cross
effects. This means that Eq. 35 can be simplified to

.1, = L11X, [36]

When .J is known and constant, as here, a decrease in L1,
by a factor of 100 leads to an increase in X, by the same

[34] factor. This relationship explains the scaling of the results
in Table II.

The results of Table II are consistent sets of data which
can be compared to experimental results and experience.
Because TO is 7 kWh/kg, for the total cell, a plausible
data set for the cathode must give a smaller value than
this. This rules out sets 2 and 5. The typical cathodic con-
centration overpotential is 0.8 V The reaction overpoten-
tial is negligible compared to this, which means that k is
probably larger than 10_B for 1 nm surface thickness.

Thermal conductivities for gases give kqm typically 10'.
The metal—salt interface should have a larger kg value. The
presence of alumina at the interface, see Thonstad and
Liu,'7 may increase the temperature jumps to values corre-
sponding to even smaller k9 values.

We conclude that set 3 is the most likely representation
of the cathode surface of the sets shown, because the find-
ings by Flem et at." indicate a local heating at the cath-
ode-electrolyte interface. In spite of a large heat flux
through the surface, T' is probably little different from T
and T", meaning that the surface is not capable of storing
energy, but it will prevent freezing of the electrolyte, as the

Constant

k5 [W1 mS']

Value Source

19,000 Ref. 22
X, [J/(m s K)] 0.7 Ref.
X5 [J/(m s K)]
D56, [m'/s]
D,, [m'/s]

7
1.5 X 10'
11.4 X 10'

Ref. 28
Ref. 29

J,, [J/(m' 5)]
lJ/(K mol)]
S.?.,,+ [J/(K mol)]

10,700
—
77

30
Ref. 15

Ref. 31,32
Ref.

S5+ [J/(K mol)] 186 Ref.
S2_ [J/(K mol)]
j [A/m']

10
12,000

Ref. 15
Ref.

T

[30]

— — 1 —

3F [31]

Bulk bath Diffusion

layer

Bulk electrode

Surface

[32]

[33]

Table I. Sources of constants and typical values.
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Table II. Compatible sets of k values and thermodynamic driving forces with resulting dissipated energy for the cathode.

surface temperature is now higher than the liquidus tem-
perature for the electrolyte at the interface.

Applications to the Anode Surface

Equations governing transport and dissipated energy.—
The equivalent of Eq. 5 for the anode, giving the scalar
contributions to the dissipated energy at the anode sur-
face, is Eq. 37

T':caia 4— Ts;Tm] + H T0_Ts]

+ J(—X) + j

Similarly to the cathode surface, the species A1F3 (si), NaF
(s2), and A1203 (oks) are chosen as components. In addi-
tion, we have a flow of gaseous C02(g). It is assumed that
there will be no difference in the chemical potential of CO2
over the surface, so contributions from the gas flow to the
dissipation function can be neglected. Presence of CO2 will
affect the resistance of the surface, however. Figure 4
shows a sketch of the model used for the anode surface.

The choice of frame of reference is the same as for the
cathode-electrolyte interface, so Eq. 6 still holds. Again,
we assume steady state, so Eq. 7 is still valid. In addition
comes Eq.38, concerning alumina

oks,n = 0

Regarding other correlations between the fluxes, Eq. 6 still
applies, but Gibbs-Duhem's equation, Eq. 8, for the anode
surface gives

= ft'sB —
jTtlLoks

+ A [39]

where A is the same as in Eq. 10,but this time referring to
the anode. The equations corresponding to Eq. 11 to 12 are
then as follows

= .. + .':B, (—,B) + :2 (—ArsS2)

= ... +

+ J,, (—CS) + [40]

+ 3LL(_A) + 3(AOkS) + 3A}
I's2) l'S2

+ JkSfl( AISOBS) + [41]

Later on, only two mass fluxes are considered, namely,
those of si and oks. The main driving force of transport of
si is given by Eq. 42, whereas the main driving force for
oks is given by Eq. 43

= + 3]AELsi + 3-f—1X1.Loks —
3A}

[42]

XBk. = [43]

Finally, we arrive at the flux equations for the anode
surface

Jm — —L
ATtm — L

[38] qn qmqm T qmqe

— LqmsiXsi —
LqmcksXoks + LqmjTIa

e —— IXTtmL Ar
Jqn Lqeqm T" qeqe

— L#qe,iXei —
LqeokeXok, + Lqelfle

[44]

[45]

in e

-c NaF

— ATtm
Jsi,n Liqm Tm Lsiqe r

— L32X2 —
LS2OBSXOBS +

e — ATtm
oks,n Loksqm Tm — Leksqe e

ATtm ATC
3 Ljqm Tm — Ljqe 7:F—

[46]

Surface thickness
Setno. 1

6 = 10 m 6 = 10 m
2 3 4 5

kqm
kqek
k-

— T' (K)
Ts_ T'(K)
X,1 (J/mol)
i(V)
TO (kWh/kg,)

10_2
10-2
10_2
l0_2

—2 x 10_B
7X 10

—2 )< iO
8x10_B
3 )< 10

10—B

10_B1010
—2
—6

—3 )< 10
3

30

io
10_B

3 5 x 10_B
lOB

—0.2
0.2

2 x 102
2x103
6 X i0

l0_2
10_2
10_2
10_2

—2 X 10
7 x 10

—2 >( 10_B
8X104
3 )< 10

10_B
10_B
10_B
10_B
—2
—6

3 X 10
3

30

Na
>AtF

C ' e ____>co
4 2

NaF+A1C +CmNa +A1J +cq +e

Anode Electrolyte

— LOBSSBXSB —
LCBSCkSXOBC + Loksjlla [47]

— L81X1 — + Lii [48]
The dissipated energy at the anode surface can be calcu-
lated from Eq. 37 with these equations.

The energy balance corresponding to Eq. 18 is

Fig. 4. Model for the anode surface. Pie = — (T) [49]
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The Onsager coefficients of the anode surface—For the
main coefficients, Eq. 23, 24, and 25 apply for the anode
surface as well as for the cathode surface. In addition,
Eq. 50 gives the coefficient LOkSOk.

koa DOkScO, — L
1 — k0 (S/2)RT

—
akaaks

The coefficient matrix is symmetrical, as for the cathode
surface. Equations 27 and 29 will be applied also for the
anode surface. Since we have one additional mass flux at
the anode surface, Eq. 51 also applies. In addition, the
cross-diffusion effect between the two components is
assumed to be negligible (Eq: 52). The form of the latter
equation is chosen so that the transported heat of interdif-
fusion of sl-s2 is independent of the chemical driving
force for oks and vice versa

'okaqm = 0

tokssl = 0

In this system, the transported heat can be divided into
contributions from si — s2 interdiffusion and from oks —
s2 interdiffusion, see Flem et al.'5 The first part gives a
relation between coefficients as stated in Eq. 30, while the
latter part gives

* — (Jqn') — lokse
I I
ak,,n )(Ta_re)_=o 8oksaks

= r(2s*2+ + 3S:a —
SOkS)

The argument made for L,, at the cathode surface is valid
here as well, and a similar equation to Eq. 31 can be added
to account for the coefficient LOkS]

"oka,n )

)x,,=xOkS_(rs_rm)_(Te_rs)o

Again, the Peltier effect (given by Flem et al.'5) can be
divided into two parts, one for the electrode, and one for
the electrolyte

IT urn x1 1 1 1 *— = —---5-- + _1. = —s — —s — —s
T T T 4 C8 2 o2

+s*+_sa+isi+is*2 —is
Na 3 S 2 o 6

Lqmj — TT
F

Lqej —
F

Numerical examples.—T his example is similar to the
example given for the cathode surface apart from two

[501

major points. First, Flem's measurements15 suggested a
cooling of this surface as opposed to the heating of the
cathode surface. Second, the reaction overpotential is
known and Eq. 58 was used to estimate it'°

ii =.._.!_ln1k) [58]a 1.08F

= 0.0029 c55j,f6 [59]

Where j. is the anodic current density in A/(cm2), j9 is the
limiting current density, also in A/(cm2), and c1kS is the alu-
mina concentration in mass percent.

The same principles of calculation were used as at the
cathode surface, and resulting sets of k values and ther-
modynamic driving forces with resulting dissipated ener-
gy are given in Table III.

{51] The changes resulting from different choices of surface
thickness can be explained in a similar manner as for the

[52] cathode surface.
Concerning the dissipated energy, the calculations per-

formed show that sets 2 and 5 represent unnormally large
TO, q, and temperature jumps, whereas sets 1, 3, and 4 all
seem reasonable with respect to the parameters TO and T
jumps. Only set 3 gives the q, predicted by Eq. 58 to 59,
however. Sets 2 and 5 can be taken as representative for the
situation during the anode effect which may have = 20 V.

Because the magnitude of the reaction overpotential is
known from Eq. 58 to 59, we may conclude that k is of
magnitude 10T. This is a rather small value but neverthe-

[53] less likely since a gas layer is formed at the anode. This
result for k strengthens the assumption that also the k
values related to thermal conductivity may be small,
resulting in sizable temperature jumps and jumps in
chemical forces.

Discussion
Assumptions and simplifications.—The k coefficients

refer to laboratory measurements of the bulk properties.
Laboratory experiments are most often done in systems
without convection, which is definitely not the case in
industrial cells. The convection may be corrected for by
increasing the conductivities by some empirical factor, as
was done by Bruggemann and Danka." For the surface
coefficients, the consequence will be smaller k values for
the electrolyte side of the surfaces.

It is also assumed that the current efficiency is 100%,
while the real one is usually between 92 and 97% due to
different side reactions. Introduction of real current effi-
ciencies would complicate the model further, which seems

[56] unnecessary at this early stage of modeling.
Yet another assumption made is that of steady state,

which is known to be untrue. However we only assume
[57] steady state at the surfaces, which may be the case even

though the cell as a whole is subject to changes, e.g., due
to feeding of alumina. Again, the assumption is made to
simplify the equations, and the model may be further
developed into a dynamic one when the data base allows it.

1 L555
[54]

Table III. Compatible sets of k values and thermodynamic driving forces with resulting dissipated energy for the anode.

Surface thickness
Setno. 1

6 = 10' m 6 = 10 m
2 3 4 5

k
k'
ka

10-a
10-a10

10_a
10-8
10-8

7 X 10
3 >< 1O

1.3 x 10'
10—a
10-a
10-2

10-6io
kOk. 10_a 10-8 1 x 10' 10-2

10-8

/c,
T5Tm(K)

10_c
—1x1o4

10'
—2x102

6 1 x 10'
—0.2

10 10-6
10-6

T'—T'(K) 7x10_a 8 0.2
—1x10-a

X,a (J/mol)
XSk, (J/mol)
lla(V)
TO (kWh/kg1)

—2 x 10
1 X 10_a
9x106
3 x 10

2 x 10a
1 X 10

9
30

41
—20

1.4
5

8x102
—2 >< 102

1
9x104

8
2 x 10a
1 X 10

9
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The last assumption concerning cell performance is that erical examples, contribute substantially to the knowledge
sodium ions are assumed to be the wily current carriers of how the surfaces differ from the bulk phases. The un-
with unit transport number. A review by Ratkje et al.3° in- certainty can be lowered if one or more of the surface con-
dicates that the real transport number is about 0.97 at a cry- ductivities can be measured or estimated by other means,
olite ratio of 2.2. Hence, this assumption leads to negligible e.g., by molecular dynamics.
error in comparison to the other uncertainties involved. As was briefly mentioned when establishing relations

Measurements performed in solutions saturated with
alumina and with aluminum fluoride (see Flem et al.15)

for the direct coefficients, Lqmqm, etc., physical properties
have different meanings, depending on whether they are

have been used in the calculations of transported entropies measured at steady state (making all fluxes, except the
and Peltier heats. Generally, the melt used in industrial measured one, equal to zero) or in homogeneous solution
cells is not saturated with alumina, which according to (making all driving forces, except the measured one, equal
Mozhaev et al.,2' leads to less superheating. Measurements to zero). Nonequilibrium thermodynamics shows that it is
by Thonstad and Liu17 indicate that alumina spheres may
rest at the bath-aluminum interface, making the solution

important to specify the experiment in terms of steady or
homogeneous conditions. This applies not only to the mea-

close to the interface saturated with alumina. sured property but also to all other flux-force pairs in the
For the reaction overpotential at the anode surface, we system.

have used the Tafel equation given by Grjotheim and
Kvande.22 According to Thonstad,23 there is large uncer-
tainty in this value. Hence, a freely chosen value in the
region from 0.4 to 0.6 V might as well have been used. The
main reason why Eq. 58 and 59 were used was the chance
to compare the two entirely different viewpoints of Tafel
equations and nonequilibrium thermodynamics to see if
they were compatible. Such compatibility was found on
the macroscopic level of description,

For reasons explained earlier, we have chosen thermo-
dynamic components for our description without consid-
ering the complexes which are actually present in the
bath. This is advantageous, since there is much dispute
about what is really happening in the melt. Also, this
choice of components assures that all driving forces are
independent of each other, a prerequisite for using
Onsager coefficients. Still, the electrode reactions reflect
the mass and energy changes of the system. We do not have
to consider which of the many suggested complex reac-
tions are dominant for this purpose.

It is known that C02(g) is the dominant species in indus-
trial outlet gases, while CO(g) is the thermodynamic stable
gas for these conditions. One possible explanation for this
may be that local equilibrium is established for C03(g) at
the surface, although CO(g) is favored in the gas.

Consequences of using none quilibrium thermodynamics
in the modeling—The application of nonequilibrium ther-
modynamics equations for the cathode and anode surfaces
in an algebraic form instead of in a differential form sim-
plifies the computations, and since the surfaces have
dimensions of 1 nm, it is more interesting to conceive them
as singularities on a scale of 1 mm than to gain knowledge
of the exact profiles.

The processes at the electrode surfaces in the aluminum
electrolysis are not very well understood today, so there
seems to be a need for other models than those currently
used. An advantage of the present model is that it may eas-
ily be simplified to gain the normal transport equations
and then cross terms can be added as necessary. It may be

Conclusions

Nonequilibrium thermodynamics for surfaces has been
used to describe the interfaces anode-bath and cathode-
bath in Hall-Héroult cells for aluminum electrolysis. This
provides new understanding of the surfaces, and simple
and straightforward numerical calculations have shown
that this new model is compatible with present data for
electrode overpotentials. The model predicts apparent dis-
continuities in temperature and in electrical potential at
the surfaces, the latter being the reaction overpotential.
Local heating and cooling of 0.2 K at the cathode and
anode, respectively, are possible with a reasonable set of
surface properties. Hence, a possible utilization of the cal-
culation method is to predict how overpotentials or local
heating effects can be controlled by manipulating surface
properties like thermal conductivity or electrical resistivi-
ty. Further development of the model may be done by in-
cluding magnetic and electric fields, by extending to dy-
namic modeling, or by performing measurements of
surface properties. The conditions at the ledge-sidewall
may also be studied.
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APPENDIX

Material Properties
Here follows a list of the equations and expressions which

were used to find properties like density, thermal conductivi-
ty, etc., in this work. All resulting quantities are in SI units,
and all temperatures are in K.

Electrical conductivities, K2, were calculated for the bath,
for the anode, and for liquid aluminum. For the bath, K was
found from

argued, though, that the theory contains too many details
to be interesting for a 'rough" system like the aluminum
electrolysis where no surfaces are smooth and apparently
nothing is constant over any period of time. This, howev-
er, hardly seems an excuse to neglect the properties of the
surfaces altogether. Even the direct coefficients are very
different at the surface and in the bulk.

The most important aspect of the model is that it gives
correlations between physical properties, like electrical
conductivity, and phenomena like the overpotential, and it
puts all transport phenomena into a systematic context.
This physical insight opens the possibility of changing the
system in an optimal way. For instance, addition of sur-
factants can be used to change one or more of the physical
properties to keep the overpotential at a desired level. It
would be interesting to develop the model further, consid-
ering anode effects, to see if maybe they can be controlled
this way as well,

If the local heat effects at the electrode surfaces are con-
sidered a fact, the calculations we have presented as num-

Ke = 100 exp [1.977 — O.O200cOkS
—

O.Ol3lcaln

IA-li

which is taken from Hivul et al.23 The concentrations are here
in weight percent (w/o). For the anode a typical value was
chosen (see Table III). For liquid aluminum the equation

106=
0.2777 + (T' — 273 — 900) (0.2924 — 0.2777)

[A2]

which is a linear regression line based on data from a refer-
ence book by Brandes,25 was used.
Thermal conductivities, X, were calculated for the bath, the
anode, and for liquid aluminum. For the bath and anode, typ-
ical values were chosen (see Table III). For the cathode, liquid
aluminum, the thermal conductivity was found from

= 102.05 + (TC
— 273 — 900) (105.35 — 102.05) [A-3]
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which is a linear regression line based on data from a refer-
ence book by Brandes.25 The density, p, was found from

p = 10(2.64 — 0.0008T + 0.18BR

— O.OO8CM,O, + 0.OO5cc,i,,) [A4]

which is taken from Kvande and Rørvik.26 Again, the concen-
trations are in weight percent. Entropies, S, at temperatures
different from the tabulated ones were found from

S(T) = S() + c (T) In

where c(T) was found by linear interpolation.
Table III shows the sources of the different constants and

typical values used in this work.

Greek

LIST OF SYMBOLS
electric displacement field, C/rn2
diffusion coefficient, m2/s
faraday's constant, C/mol
flux
phenomenological coefficient
electric polarization, C/rn
transported heat, J/mol
gas constant, J/(K mol)
molar entropy of formation, J/(K mol)
molar transported entropy, J/(K mol)
temperature, K
total dissipated energy, J/s, kWh/kg
volume, m
driving force
concentration, rnol/m3, w/o
electric current density, A/rn2
constant, 1
electrical resistance, fi m

F surface concentration, mol/m2
@ total produced entroy, J/(K s)
y surface tension, J/(m)

S surface thickness, rn
permittivity of vacuum, F/rn

TI overpotential, V
K electrical conductivity, 1/(fl m)
X thermal conductivity, J/(s m K)
i. chemical potential, J/mol
IT Peltier heat, J/mol
cr local entropy production rate, J/(K s)
4) electric potential, V

Superscript and subscript
a anode
c cathode
e electrolyte
j electric current
m electrode
n normal
oks alumina
q heat
s surface
si salt one, A1F3
s2 salt two, NaF
o limiting
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